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1.1 There is no agreement as yet on the etymology of Hades. I think, however, that
iÎ can be shown that one of the solutions proposed is the correct interpretation.
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As many n¿unes of gods are pre-Greek, one might see whether there is reåson to
¿ìssume this also for Hades. There are no variants of the forms '1tô-, 'Aíôd- that
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might point to a non-Indo-European word. In such a c¿ìse the argumentation
becomes more difficult. A disyllabic sequence of two vowels is not very frequent in
substratum words, as f¿ras I see.lAlso, short forms such as this are rare. Thus
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there is no consideration that points in this direction.

155

There is a good possibility, then, that the word is Indo-European or made,
in Greek, of Indo-European elements. A Thessalian inscription from the fifth century
from Lariss a (SEG XVI 380) which has eiç 'Aftôav proves a wau. I start from
the form with lenis (and short a-), on which see below. The form could reflect a
PIE root *h2yþ)id-, but such a root is unknown. If the form is not a root, it rnight be
a compound. Two proposals have been made to this effect: *¿t-yid- 'invisible' and
*srp-U.id- 'zusammentreffen' (Thieme). Both explanations are given in recent
literature, but without any strong conviction as to which of the two is the conect
one; cf. the dictionaries of Frisk (1955-72), Chantraine (1968-80), and Snell
(1955-) s.v.; Burkeft 1985:426 (note IV 2, 13 to p. 196); Bretnmer 1995:126f.;
Henrichs 1996 s.v.
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1.2 Thierne's theory (Thieme 1952:35-55), however, is clearly incorrect. Several
scholars have expressed doubts; cf. also Meid 1958/9. Thieme connected the
word with Skt. san vid- 'das Sichzusammenfinden [i.e. of the farnily in the underworld]'. I shall not go into the Indian part of the problem; the underworld is not
often, and not early refered to in this way: in the Rigveda sam Bant- is used. In
Greek, of course, such an expression is unknown, but it could once have existed.
The real problem is thal, as Thieme hfurrself explicitly states, this expression cannot
have yielded the name of a god, only of the Underworld, lhe Realm of the Dead.
Therefore Thieme has to argue that "Arô- designated the Undelworld, whereas the
god was indicated by the derivative 'Aíôd-. Whereas there is no difficulty with the
second point, the first-which is essential here-is inconect. Thiene starls
from the observation that in Y 244'îtôt reú0opcrr the word cannot refer to the
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index of Fumóe 1912, I found e.g. the followrng words: cryláioç, áôeroç, aépoy,
oiqooÀoç, otooveç, ùrúirclc, r1épomç, nióv, 'qlríül,oç, qirroÀ-, öiotóq, orøyóv. oíatrov.
ücr).oq, 'üel"(À)oç.

Fortsetzung auf 3. Umschlagseite

god, but nust refer to the Underworld. Then he tries to show that in the other'
instances the rneaning 'Underworld' is also possible. This is the wrong way to
approach the problern. Looking at all the occurrences of "Atô- in Homer, it
appeals that actually all of them refer to the god, except the place tnentioned, Y
244. The other instances are highly fonnulaic and therefore most probably represent
the older usage of the forn-r. We find:
ôópov'Arõoç eíooi# (13 times; once ôópov'îtôoç; I 322; Z 284, 422; H
l3l; 263; E 451; Y 336; X 425; A 246; t 524; ),' 15O, 627; y 252)
^ "Arôoç ðô# (twice; Y 14; X 571)z
etprrrtl,àç
#eíç "Arôoç (... ætl.óptcro rpcrtepoîo) (3x; N 415; A 5%; r 5O2)
'Arõóoðe with a verb of movenent (10x; H 330; lI 856 = X 362; Y 294; Y
137 y 4lO = Ç I 1; r 560=À 65; )u 475)
(Vr¡fùç) "Atõt npoíarye/npotúVet(v)# (3x; A 3; Z 487; À 55)
"Atôt rÀr¡tonóIqr# (3x; E 654 = lt' 445; n 625)
"Atõr reóOo¡rct (once; Y 244)
Thieme argues for example that "Atôt npoícnye refers to the Realm. This is
improbable: one tluows the souls before the god so that he can snatch them away.
Otherwise we would have expected 'send them to the underworld'. This is
confimred by 'Arôrovfrt npotúyetv E 19O, which Thieme suggests to be an early
misunderstanding.

Thus he interprets "Atôoç eíoco as 'into the Underworld', in spite of the use
of eíor¡ with a genitive. [f one looks at the evidence, however, it is clear that this
syntagnr is a shortening of lhe fonnula õó¡rov "Atôoq eiocrt, with the correct use of
eíoo with the accusative, and in this fonnula 'Atõ- refers to the god. Other
considerations of Thieme's ale even less convincing and can be passed over here.

Thus we conclude that îtô- indicates the god, and also, sotnetitnes, probably
due to a later developmenl, the Underworld. Thieme's explanation, therefore,
cannot be conect. The situation, then, is the same as in Vedic: the underworld
has no nzuìre, but is refened to with the name of its ruler, Yama in lndia, Hades
in Greece.

1.3 Thus only oneexplanation rernains. This does not meån that it is necessarily

conect, but I see no objections whatever to this explanation, and I can add one
nrinor al'gulìrent in its favour.
A courpound *p-yid- carl mean both 'not seeing' and 'unseen, invisible'; thus
e.g. Ruij-eh (1970:307), wlto conrpares ú-('u( 'not brought under the yoke'^ The
notion is quite apt, as the god of the underworld does not walk on earlh (disregaldin-e a few exceptions) as the other gods do. That the other gods usually
nnke thentselves invisible is another lììatter: Hades is invisible, or perhaps
ratlrer unseeil. Thieme's objection (p.a3) that Hades can be seen by those who
2
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eùpunulèq õô is clearly shaped after úyepeQèç ôô, XaÀxoButèç ôô. Through the
sepalation, by the inserrion of "Atôoq, the ending -eç had to be counted as long.

and

t9

Elysion

descend in the underworld (like Herakles, Odysseus), is not to the point: Hades
is invisible, unseen for rnortals, sirnply because he stays in the underworld. Those
who descend to the underworld are seeing what they should not see; it is against
the order of things.
The Attic fonn'Aôr1ç, with aspiration and long a-, was explained by Kamerbeek (apud Ruijgh l97O:307) from crasis of ó 'eí8r1ç, cf. cvrlp (one could also
corììpare oóvera). This is a sirnple explanation, which solves both problems at
the s¿une time.
1.4 The extension

of the form with -s-, indicating a person, as in

ôeoæótr1ç, is

unproblematic.
Hele I would add the following observation. The occurrence of 'Aíõr1ç, -oo
(twice -T, once -r¡v) beside "Arôoq, 'Aíôoo-ôe, 'Arôr is completely parallel to
cases like $ry-i : Qóyu-õe, crÀr-r1 : ó1.n, oîroç : oíxo-ðe. The root noun forms
ale refained as alchaismS, €.9. in the fixed form with -ôe. That the nominative
wa-s first reshaped will be due to the tendency to avoid monosyllables like *qt{.
Oul fomrs exactly fit into this picture. 8Atç, though oftur givar in discussions, does not
occur. This confurns that our word was a (cornpound ending in a) root noun. And
also, I think, it confurns that this word is of an old, inherited type, and therefore a
Greek fomration built according to an old Indo-European pattern.
There c¿ur be no doubt, then, that 'Atô(c)- was the 'lnvisible', the 'IJnseen'

God of the dead.3

2. Elysiorr
2.1 Burkerr (19æ16l), following an idea of Vürtheirn (1925), explained the
word TlÀúotov fionr êvr1trúotoç, which ne¿ns 'struck by lightning'. The origin of
this word is 'in whom (lightning) has entered' ('etwas, in das der Blitz hineingefahren ist'), fronr the root elsu0-. This word would have been misundentood
(a "Leuurruursches Missverst2indniss") as Ëv'FlÀt.loírp. This explanation is incomect
for several l'eilsons. As it is repeated in Burterr (1985:198), and considered
defirritive by Mrs. Sourvinou-lnwood 1995:17-56, it may be useful to discuss it.
Puhvel (1969:67) also rejected the idea, but with a very shoft remark: 'too many
reinterpretations ¿urd [this explanation] never explains why the simplex 'HÀóoroç has
no fulgural connotations whatever' and that the word ev¡l,óotoç 'may well be a
post-epic fonlration'.
In the first place, words of this type remained productive (see Chantraine
1968-80:337b), e.-e. npoo¡Àutoç (L)C(), which n-Le¿ns that these words remained
analysable for the speaker, and that a wrong analysis is improbable. Fufther, the
exaurples eiven by Burkert are not really coniparable: rlvopér1, for example,
nr¿rintains the original ureaning of the conrpound froni which it was taken,

i

L¿ìter Greek has aiõr1ç'unsee¡r'. The forrnation *p-t1itt-s is found

krorving'.

in Ok. ainb'not
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The Anic fonn 'Arôr¡ç, with aspiration and long d, was explained by Kamerbeek (apud Ruijgh l97O:3O7) from crasis of ö 'Aíôr1ç, cf. dvrip (one could also
conìpare otíveru). This is a sirnple explanation, which solves both problems at
the s¿une fime.
1.4 The extension of the form with -d-, indicating a person, as in õeoæóc1q, is
unproblematic.

Hele I would add the following observation. The occurrence of 'Aíôr1ç, -uo
(twice -[, once -r'¡v) beside "Arðoç, 'Aíðoo-ðe, "Arõt is completely parallel to
cases like Quy-i : $úÌu-ôe, s¡,r-i : ö1.n, oîroç : oíra-ôe. The root noun forms
ale retained as archaisms, e.g. in the fixed form with -ðe. That the nominative
was first reshaped will be due to the tendency to avoid monosyllables like *Qr{.

Our fonns exacfly fit into this picture. *'1q, though oftur givur in discussions, does not
occur'. This confimrs that our word was a (cornpound ending in a) root noun. And
also, I think, it confimrs that this word is of an old, inherited type, and therefore a
Greek fomlation built according to an old lndo-Europeån pattern.

There can be no doubt, then, that 'Atõ(a)- was the 'lnvisible', the 'IJnseen'
God of the dead.3
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2.1 Burkerr (19û16l), following an idea of Vürrheim (1925), explained the
word TlÀúorov fiom êvr1l,úoroç, which means 'struck by lightning'. The origin of
this word is 'in whom (lightning) has entered' ('etwas, in das der Blitz hineingefahren ist'), fronr the root e¡.€uO-. This word would have been misunderstood
(a "Leuuriuursches Missverst?indniss") as êv TlÀuoírp. This explanation is incorrect
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repeated in Burkerl (1985:198), and considered
definitive by Mrs. Sourvinou-lnwood 1995:17-56, it may be useful to discuss it.
Puhvel (1969:61) also rejected the idea, but with a very shoft remark: 'too rnany
reinterpretations and [this explanation] never explains why the simplex 'HÀóoroç has
no fulgural connotations whatever' and that the word èv¡},úotoq 'may well be a
post-epic fomration'.
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1968-80:337b),
npoorll"uroç (DO(), which means thât these words remained
".g.speaker, and that a wrong analysis is improbable. Further, the
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whereas in our case a completely different interpretation (the name of an afterlife)

was a story that he went to Elysion. Vergil (Aeneid 6, 585) places him in Tarlarus,
which he would not have done if there was a tradition that he was in Elysion. [n fact

20

would have arisen.

ot(rq 'woman' from ôrcrot(tr¡v is a bizane exa-rnple of

learned reanalysis, only used by a few poets. I do not know of any parallel frorn
which a narne originated. Then, such words remain limited to the epic language,

or in any case to highly poetical language. [t seems excluded that for such an
important concept (the happy afterlife) a nÍune would have arisen in this way.
The problem regarding the religious aspect is also insumountable. A man
or a place struck by lightning has experienced the full power of a god; a man is
consumed by it. The man, the place is iepóç, (Lat.) sacer; Nilsson (1967:1.7lff)
uses the word tabu; the place is öpatov. One may well compare the story of the
death of Semele. On her own request Zeus visits her in his full glory, strength,
power, and Semele is consumed by it. This notion is well known. Now Burkert
states the following (1961:211): 'der vom Blitz Erschlagene ist nicht tot wie die
anderen Toten, eine besondere Kraft ist in ihn eingegangen, er ist in ein höheres
Dasein entrückt.' For the first statement there is no evidence, however; the
second is correct (see above); for the last statement, again, there is no evidence.
As far as I can see il is nowhere stated, directly or indirectly, lhat a man struck
by lightning goes to Elysion. This can best be seen from the examples given by
Burkert.
He mentions Semele and Asklepios as examples, and (1961:211, n. 3) Kapaneus.

We have mentioned Semele rlr*dy (she was killed by Zeus' appearance only, but
sometimes it is said that she was killed by his lightnings; the difference is irrelevant here). Semele became a goddess, but that is not the sarne thing as going to
Elysion; there are no gods in Elysion. As Gantz (19%:a7Q says: 'Such a development [Semele becoming a goddess] seems obvious enough, given the status of
her son'; her son was Dionysos. That she was not in the Elysion appears from the
fact that (according to some stories, Gantz ibid.) Dionysos went to Hades to fetch
her. Thus, she was in Hades, dead like the other dead.
As to Asklepios, he was killed by Zeus with a thunderbolt. However, the stories
say nothing more. They continue by telling that his father, Apollo, in wrath killed
the Kuklopes, who made the lightnings, but there is no word about a special fate
for Asklepios. If he was later invoked as a god, it was, of course, because people
needed the farnous Healer.

Of Kapaneus Burkeft (1961:211, n. 3) states that he too was iepóç, 'sacred'
('heilig' ). That is correct in the sense discussed above. But there is no evidence
that he went to Elysion. On the contrary, it is said that Asklepios raised the dead
Kapaneus (Gantz 9l). This again irnplies that Kapaneus was in Hades, as it
would be ridiculous (for the myth-rnaker) to bring someone back from Elysion.
Cocco (1955:421-he has the same idea about people struck by lightning,
but maintains the old etyrnology which derives èvr1),óotoç frorn 'HÀúotov; cf.
note 5) mentions Salmoneus. He was killed by Zeus' lightning because he tried
to be zurother Zeus. Greek sources say notlìing about what happened after his death;
one would expect that Apollodorus (1, ix 7) would have mentioned that there

Vergil says: Hic (in Tartarus) ... fulmine dejecti fundo volvuntur in imo (580f).
I conclude that there is no evidence at all that people killed by lightning went to
Elysion. On the contrary, there are cases where we know that such people went
to Hades.
Then, Burkert assulnes that 'FlÀóorov w¿ìs a place struck by lightning, as did the
ancients: Hesychius s.v. calls it rercepuuvrr4rÉvov 1apíov it n¿ôíov. There are two
problems with this idea. First there is no evidence at all that Elysium was ever

conceived as a place struck by lighting. The explanation by the ancients is a
pure etymological guess. Burkert thought that people struck by lightning went
to Elysium, which is not conect, as we saw. But even if this were correct, there
is no reason at all to suppose that these people went to a place which was (itself)
struck by lightning. Thus, there is no evidence at all for Burkefi's explanation.
There is a further difficulty in the word neðíov. One would expect 'a place
struck by lightning', hardly a plain. (Did a whole plain become sacred after it
had been struck by a lightning, or are we to suppose that it was struck time and
again?). Burkefi tries to overcome this in the following way (1961:212): 'denn
dies darf man den zitierlen Lexikographen entnehmen: ein kleines, vom Blitz
gezeichnetes Stück Land, nicht nur eine grosse "Ebene", kann wie 1opíov so
neôíov heissen, wie auch Euripides die Stelle, wo Semele vom Blitz getroffen
wurde, öpotov néõov nennf (Bacclì. 10).' This is again quite wrong. That the
lexicographers added æeôíov after Xrrlpíov w¿ìs clearly because they wanted to
explain the temr 'Hl"óotov neôíov. [n classical Greek neðíov means 'plain' and
nothing else; thus 'ein kleines... Stück Land' cannot be called neôíov. A second
nristake is his quotation from Euripides to show that neôíov can be used for a
small piece of land, for Euripides uses nÉðov, and this means 'ground, earlh,
site', i.e. Euripides uses exactly the word we would expect, but not ¡eõíov.

The conclusion is that there is no evidence at all in favour
expkuration, and that several considerations make it impossible.

of

Burkert's

2.2 Puhvel (1969) finds a meadow in the otherworld in Hittite and equates this
with Elysion. (The same idea was suggested earlier by Szemerényi, Gnomon 43
(1971) 670). 'I'he Hittite word used for'meadow' is wellu-. Puhvel argues that
the word TlÀúorov is cognate with this word, and posits +w/-rru-tiyo- > *fal"vutto> *FsÀtloro-. The muuring of TlÀúorov neôíov would then be 'meadowy field'.
The proposed muuring, 'meadowy', seenìs to me rather unnatural (and I would
expect a com¡round, as ir Ba0úl,er¡roç, or an adjective'tn *-uent-), but the fonnal
aspect _eives nrore certainty. The root shape might be explained in the way indicated,
but the suffix is not so easy as Puhvel suggests. The point is that fonns in -oroç
contain the suffix -to- added to fomrs ending in -t-; cf. Chantraine 1933:40f and
Schwyzu 1939-53l.465. Puhvel conÌpares r..tróots, peO{nrov ( €îôoç cpnéÀou),
tqúotoç zurd Os),rjora. The last word has long ú and is therefore irrelevant.
verúorc has been shaped after 1evéota (Schwyzer Lc.). pe0óotov may have
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or a place struck by lightning has experienced the full power of a god; a man is
consumed by it. The man, the place is iepóç, (Lat.) sacer; Nilsson (1967:1.7lff)
uses the word tabu; the place is &Botov. One may well compare the story of the
death of Semele. On her own request Zeus visits her in his full glory, strength,
power, and Semele is consumed by it. This notion is well known. Now Burkert
states the following (1961:211): 'der vom Blitz Erschlagene ist nicht tot wie die
anderen Toten, eine besondere Kraft ist in ihn eingegangen, er ist in ein höheres
Dasein entrückt.' For the first statement there is no evidence, however; the
second is correct (see above); for the last statement, again, there is no evidence.
As far as I can see it is nowhere stated, directly or indirectly, that a man struck
by lightning goes to Elysion. This can best be seen from the examples given by
Burkert.
He mentiors Semele and Asklepios as examples, arñ (1961:211, n. 3) Kapaneus.

We have mentioned Semele ult*dy (she was killed by Zeus' appearance only, but
sometimes it is said that she was killed by his lightnings; the difference is irrelevant here). Semele became a goddess, but that is not the same thing as going to
Elysion; there are no gods in Elysion. As Gantz (1993:476) says: 'Such a development [Semele becoming a goddess] seerns obvious enough, given the status of
her son'; her son was Dionysos. That she was not in the Elysion âppears from the
fact that (according to some stories, Gantz ibid.) Dionysos went to Hades to fetch
her. Thus, she was in Hades, dead like the other dead.
As to Asklepios, he was killed by Zeus with a thunderbolt. However, the stories
say nothing more, They continue by telling that his father, Apollo, in wrath killed
the Kuklopes, who made the lightnings, but there is no word about a special fate
for Asklepios. If he was later invoked as a god, it was, of course, because people
needed the famous Healer.

Of Kapaneus Burkeft (1961:211, n.3) states that hetoo was iepóç,'sacred'
That is correct in the sensediscussed above. But there is no evidence
that he went to Elysion. On the contrary, it is said that Asklepios raised the dead
Kapaneus (Gantz 9l). This again implies that Kapaneus was in Hades, as it
would be ridiculous (for the myth-rnaker) to bring someone back from Elysion.

('heilig').

Cocco (1955:421-he has the sarne idea about people struck by lightning,
but rnaintains the old etymology which derives ev¡Àúoroç frorn 'HÀóorov; cf.
note 5) mentions Salmoneus. He was killed by Zeus' lightning because he tried
to be another Zeus. Greek sources say nothilg about what happened after his death;
one would expect that Apollodorus (1, ix 7) would have mentioned that there
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Vergil says: lllic (in Tafarus) ... fulmine dejecti fundo volvuntur in imo (580f).
I conclude that there is no evidence at all that people killed by lightning went to
Elysion. On the contrary, there are cases where we know that such people went
to Hades.
Then, Burkert

¿ìssurnes

that 'FlÀúorov was a place struck by lightning, as did the

s.v. calls it rerçarvro¡révov 1¿opíov tl ¡eôíov. There are two
problems with this idea. First there is no evidence at all that Elysium was ever
conceived as a place struck by lighting. The explanation by the ancients is a
pure etynological guess. Burkert thought that people struck by lightning went
to Elysium, which is not comect, as we saw. But even if this were correct, there
is no reason at all to suppose that these people weol to a place which was (itself)
struck by lightning. Thus, there is no evidence at all for Burkert's explanation.
¿urcients: Hesychius

There is a furlher difficulty in the word æeôíov. One would expect 'a place
struck by lightning', hardly a plain. (Did a whole plain become sacred after it
had been struck by a lightning, or are we to suppose that it was struck time and
again?). Burkerl tries to overcorìre this in the following way (1961:212): 'denn
dies darf man den zitierten Lexikographen entnehmen: ein kleines, vom Blitz
gezeichnetes Stück Land, nicht nur eine grosse "Ebene", kann wie lropíov so
¡eðíov heissen, wie auch Euripides die Stelle, wo Semele vorn Blitz getroffen
wurde, öButov æéôov nennt (Bacch. l0).' This is again quite wrong. That the
lexicographers added neõíov after Xcrlpíov w¿ìs clearly because they wanted to
explain the tenlr 'Hl,úotov neôíov. In classical Greek æeôíov means 'plain' and
nothing else; thus 'ein kleines... Stück Land' cannot be called æeôíov. A second
ruristake is his quotation frour Euripides to show that æeôíov can be used for a
surall piece of land, for Euripides uses æéðov, and this meâns 'ground, earth,
site', i.e. Euripides uses exactly the word we would expect, but not neôíov.

The conclusion is that there is no evidence at all in favour
explanation, and that several considerations make it impossible.

of

Burkert's

2.2 Puhvel (1969) finds a meadow in the otherworld in Hittite and equates this
witlr Elysion. (The same idea was suggested earlier by Szemerényi, Gnomon 43
(1911) 670). The Hittite word used for'meadow' is wellu-. Puhvel argues that
the word TlÀóorov is cognate with this word, and posits tw/-rru-tiyo- > *faÀvr.loo> *FcÀlno-. The meaning of TlÀúorov ¡eôíov would then be 'meadowy field'.
The proposed nreaning, 'meadowy', seelììs to nìe rather unnatural (and I would
expect a compound, ð h Bo0úLa¡roq, or an adjective ln *-uenr-), but the fonnal
¿ìspect gives more certainty. The root shape nright be explained in the way indicated,
but the suffix is not so easy as Puhvel suggests. The point is that fonns in -oroç
contain the suffix -ro- added to fomrs ending in -r-; cf. Chantraine 1933:40f a¡d
Sclrwlzer 1939-53:1.465. hrhvel compares wrúors, pe0rrnov ( .îôoç apnéÀou),
tqúotoq and OcxÀóors. The last word has long ri a¡rd is therefore irrelevant.
verúors has been shaped after yevéoru (Schwyzer Lc.). pe0úotov may have
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been derived from pé0uooç (Chantraine 1968-80). There remains only c1úotoç, but
this form is unexplained and cannot therefore be adduced as evidence for a suffix
-otoç added aftef an ø-stem.a Âtaæpóotov is also unclear. Thus, Greek does not
have a suffix -oroç that could be added to a ¡l-stem. The explanation is therefore
impossible. Combined with the strange meaning of the expression, this means
that we have to reject the hypothesis.'

so perhaps our word ended in -r(v)0oç. There are n¿unes in -tOoç, e.g. Iípu0oç,
but they are not frequent. With -ur- I know'Aqurç, Múôrtoç. Names in -r¡o-
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2.3 I think that we

can say something positive about TlÀ'ootov.
an etymology unnecessary.

In away, it makes

The word should frst be analysed within Greek. It is an adective, formed
with -ro-. (We have seen that Greek had no sufüx -otoç; and where -otoç is found it
is derived from a noun in -tl. This suffix makes predominantly denominative
adjectives, meaning 'gehörend zu ...'. etc. (Risch 1974:Il2); it indicates
'l'appartenance d'une manière générale' (Ruijgh 1967:99). This means that the
adjective probably does not have a qualifying value like 'fertile' or 'rich in
water, or me¿dows', but that the phrase 'HÀóorov æeôíov rather means 'the Plain
of ...'. What we expect in this case is a proper name, probably a geographical one.
Compare lJ"I s.v. neôíov: 'freq. with gen. or adj. of paficular plains'. Thus
we find in Homer, with the suffrx -ro-: n¿ôíov xrapúvôptov, 'IÀtrltov, Nóorov; in
Herodotus: 'Al.r1tov æ., @ptúotov. We have seen that -otoç originated from a
stem in -r-. ln names, it is also derived from a stem in -o- (which remains
between vowels, which mostly impties that the word is pre-Hellenic, "Helladic").
Thus we have a i\apíorov fi., near Hierapytna in e¿stern Crete, derived from
(*)Àúprocr (the name is of course well known, but not in this area). We now
know that the -o- can also originate from -(v)0-, as shown by Myc. korisiio
¡kori(n)sios/ from Kóptv0oç, zakusijo /zaku(n)sios/ from Záruv0oç. In classical
Greek we also have several forms of this type: llpopaÀíotoç, Tptropóotoç and
Âupóorov beside (zer;Cl z\cpóv-0toç (cf. Heubeck 1972:92). Cocco ( 1955:a10f)
mentions: 'Apapuoícr, an epithet of Aftemis, from 'Apáptv0oç; 'Oluoícx, a town
in Chalcidice, from "OÀuv0oç; Ktrúotov, a town in Elis, beside Ktrcuv0óç, an
island in the gulf of Pagasae.6 A form in -r.,v0oç is improbable in our case, as the
adjective would have had in that case a long vowel (as a result of the loss of the
-n-), while the u in our word is shofi. However, beside the suffixes -tv0oç and
-uvOoç we have forms without -n- (oíytvOoç - aíyr0oç etc.; cf. Kuiper 1956:216),
o

The meaning 'idle, vain' makes connection with the word for 'to steal' improbable;
the connection is given with much hesitation by Frisk and Chantraine. If tr1tóopat 'be
deprived of'contains this root (cf. OCS tatí),¡hís might show that Greek knew the fonn
*Iehz-t-, and not *teh2-iu-. qúoroç is compared with &ríoroç, wlrich has tlre same lneaning,
but this word is also unclear.
t Co..o (1955) defends the idea that "HÀúorov is derived from El, tlre natne of the
Semitic god, assuming that it is a vestige of an old layer of Sernitic populations in
Crete. The idea has little to commend itself.
o ztùç 'AÀúoroç and the mountain "Al,uorç rnentioned in the scholia on Aratos,
Phaenomena 33, is too unceftain; see Martin 1914, ad loc.
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are also known: 'Iúì,rroç (with long ü), Krróotov (see above), 'lpQpuoo{
"Appproooç, a river in Thessaly and a town in Phocis (with the adjective
'AtrQ/Þpóotoç).
So

it

seems most probable that 'HÀóorov æeôíov meant 'the Plain

of Elusos' or

form. In fact there are several possibilities for the n¿une. The word
could have had a q- (see Puhvel 1969:68, who suggested reading oe fillóorov
for o' éç 'HÀóotov in d 563); if the r1- is metrically lengthened (*el"roto- is
some such

impossible in the hexameter), the word might have had e-; also d- is possible (cf.
Àflpvoq) or even s- with metrical lengthening (cf. 'Hpa0ín); then -t- or -0- or
-o-; the ending could have had many forms: -Ç,-oÇ, -o, -rç. Ruijgh 1967:155
suggested for the personal name Myc. erusijo (in Pylos, Vn 130, 3) 'Hl,óoroq (a
name later found in Plutarch). This fonn may have had e-, q- and -s- from
-rl0lo-. However, Mycenaean r may also represent r. Disregarding the length of
the ¿ and possible a we may note *Eluthls- as the most probable form, name of a
city or a district, a mountain, or perhaps an island. Note that, if the r1- is
metrical, the basic word closely resembles Eleusis, 'Eleroíç < 'EÀ"ero/O-rv-;
comparison with Cretan 'EÀeu0-épvc suggests a base 'EÀeu0-, which may have
had an "ablaut" form *EÀr¡0-. ([ consider these narnes as "Helladic", see section
3). It may seem nonsensical to look for the Elysian Plain on the map, but this is
no more strange than to look for the Olympos. (Note the agreement in structure
of this word with *Eluthls-). As in the case of Olympos, it is of no use to ask for
the etyrnology of *Eluthls-. Finally, one may recall the 'Garden of Eden' for another
designation of a paradise with only a place name (which is also further unknown).
2.4 Was Elysion a Minoan concept, as has rnostly been assumed on the basis of
the non-Greek narne? This question is not settled if it is accepted that the word
Elysios (or rather the word from which it was derived) is pre-Greek. For if indeed it
w¿ìs a place-name, this does not prove much, as most geographical names in
Greece are pre-Greek: the fact that Olyrnpos or Athens ale pre-Greek names
does not irnply that concepts associated with them are of pre-Greek origin. On
the other hand, this remains quite possible. I would like to stress that Elysion is
probably different in origin from the Islands of the Blest; thus Sourvinou-lnwood
1995:51 ('two early versions of paradise'). It is possible that the Plain was thought
to be on an island, but there is no indication for that. The position of Elysion at
the end of the world and near Okeanos does not rnean much: it is an obvious
place to put paradise. One might consider the possibility tlìat this position was
taken over from the Islands of the Blessed, which would mean that in our earliest
source the two concepts had already stalted to converge. I\ft's. Sourvinou-lnwood
(1995:51) thinks that the fact that there zu'e two versions 'can best be explained
if the concept of paradise was new in the eightlì century'. This is possible, but it
is in no way decisive, I think. She objects to transposing alchaic Greek concepts

in their totality to Minoan times, with which

l

agree. NeveÍheless

reåson why the basic concept could not be of Mino¿ut origin.

I

see no
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been derived from péOrooç (Chantraine 1968-80). There remains only tr1óoroç, but
this form is unexplained and cannot therefore be adduced as evidence for a suffix
-oroç added after an ø-stem.a Âroæpúorov is also unclear. Thus, Greek does not
have a suffix -oroq that could be added to a a-stem. The explanation is therefore
impossible. Combined with the strange meaning of the expression, this means
that we have to reject the hypothesis.)

so perhaps our word ended in -r(v)Ooç. There are narnes in -tOoç, e.g. IíBr0oç,
but they are not frequent. With -rx- I know'AQooç, Móôutoç. Names in -r¡o-
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2.3 I think that we

can say something positive about TlÀirorov. In a,way,
an etymology unnecessary.

it makes

The word should frst be analysed within Greek. It is an adjective, formed
with -to-. (We have seen that Greek had no suffrx -oroç; and where -oroç is found it
is derived from a noun in -t-). This suffix makes predominantly denominative

adjectives, meaning 'gehörend zu ...'. etc. (Risch I974:ll2); it indicates
'l'appartenance d'une rnanière générale' (Ruijgh 1967:99). This means that the
adjective probably does not have a qualifying value like 'fertile' or 'rich in
water, or meadows', but that the phrase 'HÀóorov æeõíov rather means 'the Plain
of ...'. What we expect in this case is a proper name, probably a geographical one.
Compare l,S"Is.v. neôíov:'freq. with gen. oradj. ofpaficularplains'. Thus
we find in Homer, with the suffrx -ro-: æeôíov kapúvôprov, 'IÀrr1rov, Nóotov; in
Herodotus: 'A},r¡rov n., @prúorov. We have seen that -oroç originated from a
stem in -t-. In names, it is also derived from a stem in -o- (which remains
between vowels, which mostly implies that the word is pre-Hellenic, "Helladic").
Thus we have a Àapíotov fi., near Hierapytna in eastem Crete, derived from
(*),,túptoc (the name is of course well known, but not in this area). We now
know that the -o- can also originate from -(v)0-, as shown by Myc. korisijo
/kori(n)sios/ from Kóptv0oç, zakusijo /zaku(n)sios/ from Zúruv0oç. [n classical
Greek we also have several forms of this type: llpoBal,íoroç, Tptropúoroç and
Âcpóotov beside (z¿ùCl Âopóv-0toç (cf. Heubeck 1972:92). Cocco ( 1955:4lOf)
mentions: 'Apcrpuoía, an epithet of Arlemis, from 'Apúprv0oç; 'OÀroícr, a town
in Chalcidice, from 'OÀr.rv0oç: Ktrúotov, a town in Elis, beside Ktnv0óç, an
isla¡rd in the gulf of Pagasae.6 A form in -uvOoq is improbable in our case, as the
adjective would have had in that c¿ìse a long vowel (as a result of the loss of the
-n-), while the r¡ in our word is short. However, beside the suffixes -rvOoç and
-rvOoç we have forms without -n- (aí1v0oç - aíyt0oç etc.; cf. Kuiper 1956:216),
o

The meaning 'idle, vain' makes connection with tlre word for 'to steal' improbable;
the connection is given with much hesitation by Frisk and Chantraine. If n1táopur 'be
deprived of' contains this root (cf. OCS tatí), this might show that Greek knew the fonn
*tehz-t-, and not *teh2-iu-. qúoroç is compared with ðrúroroç, which has tlre same rneaning,
but this word is also unclear.
t Cocco (1955) defends the idea that "Hl"úorov is derived from El, tlre narne of the
Semitic god, assuming that it is a vestige of an old layer of Sernitic populations in
Crete. The idea has little to commend itself.
u ztùç 'Al"úoroç and the mountain "Al.uorç mentioned in the scholia on Aratos,
Phaenomenq 33, is too uncertain; see Martin 1914, ad loc.

are also known: 'IóÀoooç (with long
"A¡rBpuoooç, a river in Thessaly and
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ü), Krrúotov (see above), 'lpQprooy'
a town in Phocis (with the adjective

'Atr0/Fpóoroç).
So it seems most probable that 'Hlóorov ¡¿õíov meårit 'the Plain of Elusos' or
sorne such form. [n fact there are several possibilities for the n¿une. The word
could have had a ¡4- (see Puhvel 1969:68, who suggested reading oe fqlóorov

for o' éç 'HÀóotov in d 563); if the r¡- is metrically lengthened (*eÀuoto-

is

impossible in the hexameter), the word might have had e-; also a- is possible (cf.
,ô.frpvoq) or even a- with metrical lengthening (cf. 'Hpo0ír1); then -t- or -0- or
-o-; the ending could have had many forms: -Ç,-oÇ, -ü, -rç. Ruijgh 1961:155
suggested for the personal name Myc. erusijo (in Pylos, Vn 130, 3) 'HÀóoroç (a
name later found in Plutarch). This fonn may have had e-, rl- and -s- from
-rl0lo-. However, Mycenaean r may also represent r. Disregarding the length of
the ¿ and possible a we may note *Eluthls- as the most probable form, name of a
city or a district, a mountain, or perhaps an island. Note that, if the q- is
metrical, the basic word closely resembles Eleusis, 'EÀeuoíç < 'EÀa¡o/0-lv-;
comparison with Cretan 'EÀsu0-Épvc suggests a base 'ELer0-, which may have

had an "ablaut" form *EÀr¡0-. (I consider these n¿unes as "Helladic", see section
3). It may seem nonsensical to look for the Elysian Plain on the map, but this is
no more strange than to look for the Olympos. (Note the agreement in structure
of this word with * Eluthl s-). As in the case of Olympos , it is of no use to ask for
the etyrnology of *Eluth/s-. Finally, one may recall the 'Garden of Eden' for another
designation of a paradise with only a place name (which is also further unknown).

2.4 Was Elysion a Minoan concept, as has rnostly been assumed on the basis of
the non-Greek name? This question is not settled if it is accepted that the word
Elysios (or rather the word from which it was derived) is pre-Greek. For if indeed it
was a place-name, this does not prove much, as most geographical names in
Greece are pre-Greek: the fact that Olyrnpos or Athens are pre-Greek nzunes
does not irnply that concepts associated with them a¡e of pre-Greek origin. On
the other hand, this remains quite possible. I would like to stress that Elysion is
probably different in origin from the Islands of the Blest; thus Sourvinou-lnwood
1995:51 ('two early versions of paradise'). It is pssible that the Plain was thought
to be on an island, but there is no indication for that. The position of Elysion at
the end of the world and near Okeanos does not lnean ntuch: it is an obvious
place to put paradise. One might consider the possibility that this position was
taken over from the Islands of the Blessed, which would mean that in our ear{iest
source the two concepts had already stafied to converge. Mrs. Sourvinou-Inwood
(1995:51) thinks that the fact that there are two versions 'can best be explained
if the concept of paradise was new in the eightlì century'. This is possible, but it
is in no way decisive, I think. She objects to transposing zu'chaic Greek concepts
in their totality to Minoan tiures, with which I agree. NeveÍheless I see no
reâson why the basic concept could not be of Minoan origin.

3. Eleusis and Eileithuis
Heubeck (1972), who follows Burkert's explanation of Elysion, derives from
the root èÀ¿r¡0- 'to come' also Eleusis and Eileithuiø. This interpretation is most
improbable.

3.1 For'EÀeuoíç < *EÀ¿u0-rv- derivation from'to come'seems quite inadequate. Heubeck takes it as 'wo die Menge der Gläubigen zusarnmenkommt, oder
die Gottheit einzutreffen, zu erscheinen pflegt?'. (Note that there was another
Eleusis south of Lake Kopais, and one on Thera).
For the suffix -in- one should first compare other geographical names. It is
found, close to Eleusis, in Salamis (I.oÀa¡r-iv-), which is evidently non-Greek
(as Heubeck admits). This is a strong indication of non-Greek origin for Eleusis
too. (The suffix may also be found in Âetpîvor, a place-name in Elis, and in the
name of the Tel"1îveç on Rhodes; Heubeck mentions the TpaXîveç).
One might also compare'EÀeó0epvc, in Crete, where the suffix is also non-

Greek (cf. Phalasarna etc.).
Heubeck cannot accept that 'El,"eo0- is not the Greek root, and objects to a
'trügerisches und verführerisches Spiel des Zufalls', but when a language takes
over thousands of words from a substratum language, evidently some will closely
resemble words of the superstratum. It is even to be expected that they are adapted
to structures of the superstratum.

3.2The variants Ei.ÀsíOua, 'El,eí0!tcr, Ei),r10uta, 'EÀ¿úOurs, 'EÀeu0ír1, 'EÀ¿r¡Oía a¡e
explained by dissimilations, etc. This is to some extent possible, but the point is that
inherited words never show such a great number of variants. The Mycenaean form ereutia /Eleuthia/ already presents a problem if one assumes a Greek
formation in -Ðtcr, as Heubeck does. It is much more probable that we have to
do with different adaptations of a foreign name. The form Eil"r10ua, which is
well attested, can hardly be accounted for otherwise. Cf. for ain perhaps 'AÀeíorov,
for which also the form 'Al.rlotov is given (Leaf on n 757); and Àeítrrlp/l"r1t- (see
the etyrnological dictionaries ).
The suffix -rtc need not necessarily be the perfect paúiciple. In some cases
it is probably non-Greek, ö €.9. in rcíôr¡ta, -úa, -ero,, -ea, -ía 'head of a plant,

bulb'. I think that these words

a¡e all pre-Greek. I sha]l discuss them in the next section.

One may also compare the nymph 'QpeíOuta, whose name has

been
interpreted as containing ðpoç 'nìountain' and -Outa from the verb 0uír¡, 0órrl,
with the meaning 'irn Gebirge stünnend' (e.g. Kleine Pauly s.v.). This is not a
probable name for a Nereid
18, 39ff). Essential is that the long ó- cannot be
explained. It could only be due to rnehical lengthening, but it is quite improbable

(Il.

that a metrical lengthening of such a nanle, which may have occurred a few
tiures in poetry, was generalized. Therefore the etyrnology is of the naive type,
as found in folk etymologies (it dates back to antiquity). Much more probably
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the narne is pre-Greek, with the same suffix -urcx,
stnÌcture of the two nÍunes is cornpletely parallel.
I concludg then, thal lcrlth Eleusß

nd

¿rs

in Eileithuia. Note that the

Eileithuia have to be considered pre-Greek.

3.3 Words in -rtcr. As was argued by Szernerényi 1964:203ff, the Greek words
in -r-¡ts ale of pre-Greek origin (with one exception, in his view, on which see
below). His n-rain argument is that perfects should have reduplication, which these
words do not have. Referring to Szemerényi's treâtnìent, I make a few remarks
on each of the relevant words.

The word róõutu, -ócr, -etc, -ecx, -ía 'head of a plant, bulb' has no
etyrììology. The varying suffixes demonstrate foreign origin. síOutcr, a bird, is
no doubt a foreign word; cf. Szemerényi 2O7: the connection with críOo 'bum' is
'iur unjusfifiable attempt to explain with the help of the next best Greek word the
narne of a bird whose very identity is unknown; need one point out that it is
much more likely to be a bonowing from a substratum language?' (cf. Beekes
forrhc.). púOttut 'ryú0ot Hsch. has been connected with pcroáopat 'to chew'. In
order to do so one has assumed that pcroúo¡rst derives from *¡rcO-i-. However,
to explain ¡rúota( 'mouth, mouthful' one needs a 'nebenher laufende t-Erweiterung
Fû6-r- (aus *¡rcr0-t-), deren Funktion indessen unbekannt bleibt' (Frisk s.v.).
These derivational problenrs rather point to a non-IE word, as does the -a(which is perhaps confimred by Lat. nnndõ); this could be explained from
*nth2dh-, but together with the other problems it rather is a further argument for
non-lE origin. As to púO'utat itself, a perfect is semantically quite improbable.
óyura'road'is derived from tÍytrl, the word supposed to be a'Triftweg'. Snell
(1955-) s.v. gives the fomrula ortórovto te ¡ûocrt d,.ptct as evidence, but
euprdyurc is used in fonuulas with ról'tç and narnes of cities, so the word does
not only refer to agricultural roads. Szemerényi points to 'insurmountable semantic
difficulties' and concludes that it is popular etymology and that the word is an
indigenous word. Note tltat words for road are often of foreign origin, cf. óðóç,t
reÀeiooç,t arpanóç.e

"Apnuru/AptTrutü. Szenierényi argues that a perfect participle gives no
satisfactory uteaning, and that this alone is sufficient to refute this interpretation,
¿urd that the word is pre-Greek. The valiation in the vocalism cannot be due to

t

òõóç lt"r been connected with OCS -rod¿i. This yields a problem, since Winter's law
¡rorv rnalies us expect *.radti. Rather than assuming an interchange dldh, this points to
rron-fE origin of the word. (Connection with Skt. sad- 'to sit' is improbable: a sad'

'approaclr' can be easily derived frorn sad- 'to sit'). Kortlandt thinks that xodu is
Slavic innovation based on *sl-sd-.

3

a

réÀcuooç has no ety¡nology. The connection with Lith. kélias is uncertain. The
suffixation is non-IE.
e
The explanation of otpanóç frorn an cx- copulativum and tpanáo 'kelter' (which is
sepzu'ated frorn rpÉnro) is quite unconvincing. Russ. tropó'path'rnay be cognate, but
does rrot prove Lrdo-Eulopean origin.
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3. Eleusis

and Eileithuía

Heubeck (1972), who follows Burkeú's explanation of Elysion, derives from
the root èÀ¿t0- 'to come' also Eleusis and Eileithuia. This interpretation is most

improbable.
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the narne is pre-Greek, with the same suffix -ùrcx, as in Eileithuia. Note that the
structure of the two narnes is cornpletely parallel.
I conclude, thm, thaf

}crlth

Elewis u'ñ Eileithuia

have to be considered pre-Greek.

3.1 For'EÀeuoíç < *EÀ¿u0-tv- derivation from'to come'seems quite inadequate. Heubeck takes it as 'wo die Menge der Gläubigen zusarnmenkommt, oder
die Gottheit einzutreffen, zu erscheinen pflegt?'. (Note that there was another

3.3 Words in -ura. As was argued by Szernerényi 1964:203ff, the Greek words
in -r¡to ale of pre-Greek origin (with one exception, in his view, on which see
below). His main argurnent is that perfects should have reduplication, which these
words do not have. Refening to Szernerényi's treatntent, I make a few remarks

Eleusis south of Lake Kopais, and one on Thera).

on each of the relevant words.

For the suffix -in- one should first compare other geographical names. [t is
found, close to Eleusis, in Salarnis (Ial"ap-iv-), which is evidently non-Greek
(as Heubeck admits). This is a strong indication of non-Greek origin for Eleusis
too. (The suffix may also be found in Âetpîvot, a place-name in Elis, and in the
name of the TeÀ1îveç on Rhodes; Heubeck mentions the TpaXîveç).

The word rrôôutcr, -ócr, -etü, -eo, -ícr 'head of a plant, bulb' has no
etynìology. The valying suffixes denonstrate foreign origin. cí0ttcr, a bird, is
no doubt a foreign word; cf. Szen-rerényi 2O7: the connection with críOrrl 'bum' is

One might also compare 'EÀeóOepvu, in Crete, where the suffix is also non-

Greek (cf. Phalasarna etc.).
Heubeck cannot accept that 'EÀeu0- is not the Greek root, and objects to a
'trügerisches und verführerisches Spiel des Zufalls', but when a language takes
over thousands of words from a substratum language, evidently some will closely
resemble words of the superstratum. It is even to be expected that they are adapted
to structures of the superstratum.

3.2The variants EiÀ¿íOura, 'EÀeí0uro, EiÀ"r¡Oura, 'EÀeú0uta, 'ELeu0ír1, 'ELer0ía are
explained by dissimilations, etc. This is 1o some extent possible, but the point is that

inherited words never show such a great number of variants. The Mycenaean form ereutia Æleuthia/ already presents a problem if one a-ssumes a Greek
formation in -urcr, as Heubeck does. It is much more probable that we have to
do with different adaptations of a foreign narne. The form Eil.(0rta, which is
well anested, can hardly be accounted for otherwise. Cf. for et/rl perhaps 'AÀ¿íotov,
for which also the form 'Al"rlorov is given (Leaf on tt 757); and leítrop/l,r1r- (see
the etyrnological dictionaries ).
The suffix -r¡rc need not necessarily be the perfect participle. In some c¿lses
as e.g. in róôutcr, -ó4, -ercr, -ea, -ía 'head of a plant,
bulb'. I think that these words are all pre-Greek. I shall discuss them in the next section.

it is probably non-Greek,

One nay also compare the nymph 'QpeíOuta, whose name has been
interpreted as containing öpoç 'mountain' and -0utq, from the verb Ouíro, 0ór¡,
with the meaning 'irn Gebirge stünnend' (e.g. Kleine Pauly s.v.). This is not a
probable name for a Nereid (Il. 18, 39ff). Essential is that the long o- cannot be
explained. It could only be due to rnetrical lengthening, but it is quite improbable
that a uretúcal lengthening of such a nanìe, which may have occurred a few
times in poetr), was generalized. Therefore the etymology is of the naive type,
as found in folk etyrnologies (it dates back to antiquity). Much more probably

'an unjustifiable attempt to explain with the help of the next best Greek word the
narne of a bird whose very identity is unknown; need one point out that it is
nruch more likety to be a bonowing from a substratum language?' (cf. Beekes

forrhc.). ¡rúOuut'pú0or Hsch. has been connected with paoúo¡rct 'to chew'. In
order to do so one has assumed that pcoúo¡rst derives from *¡raO-i-. However,
to explain ¡rúotu( 'mouth, nouthful' one needs a'nebenher laufende t-Erweiterung
lruõ-r- (aus *paO-r-), deren Funktion indessen unbekannt bleibt' (Frisk s.v.).
These derivational problenrs rather point to a non-IE word, as does the -a(wlriclr is perhaps confinned by Lat. nrundo); this could be explained from
*nthzdh-, but together with the other problems it rather is a further argument for
non-lE origin. As to prú0trot itself, a perfect is semantically quite improbable.
óyuta'road'is derived from riyro, the word supposed to be a'Triftweg'. Snell
(1955-) s.v. gives the fomrula orrór¡wo te nûocr oyutut as evidence, but
eúprayuto is used in fomrulas with nóÀrç and narnes of cities, so the word does
not only refer to agricultural roads. Szemerényi pints to 'insurmountable semantic
difficulties' and concludes that it is populal etymology and that the word is an
indigenous word. Note that words foì road are often òf foreign origin, cf. öôóç,7
rcéÀer0oç,8 atpunóq.e

"Apnurc/Aprnuro. Szemer'ényi algues that a perfect parriciple gives no
satisfactory meaning, and that this alone is sufficient to refute this interpretation,
¿urd that the word is pre-Greek. The valiation in the vocalism cannot be due to
t

òôóq hor been connected with OCS .rod¿i. This yields a problem, since Winter's law
r.rorv rnalies us expect *xadti. Rather than assuming an interchange dldh, this points to

rron-IE origin of the word. (Connection with Skt. sad- 'To sit' is improbable: ã sad'approach' can be easily derived frorn sad-'to sit'). Kortlandt thinks that xodií is a
Slavic innovation based on *si-sd-.
3
xÉl.euOoç has no etymology. The connection with Lith. kélias is uncertain. The
suffixation is non-IE.
e
The explanation of arpanóç frorn an u- copulativum and tpaztéor 'kelter' (which is
separated frorn tpénro) is quite unconvincing. Russ. tropá'path'rnay be cognate, but
does not prove Indo-Eulopean orig.in.
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ablaut in the feminine participle. Szemerényi regards the forms without -e- as due to
syncope. I doubt this explanation (see the quotes from Rix below), and consider
this variation as further proof of pre-Greek origin.
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Beekes,

Oreithuia was discussed in the previous section.

The only word which Szemerényi (229ff) regards as an original perfect
participle is ópyura/ópó¡ltu 'fathom'. I think that this word too is pre-Greek.
Szemerényi thinks that it contains reduplication. He assumes *rrlpoyura (with roas reduplication), syncope to *rrlp¡;tcr, shortening according to Osthoff to
öp^pra, and anaptyxis to ópópta. In this sequence I doubt the syncope as well
as the anaptyxis. Both phenomena were rare in Greek. Compare e.g. Rix 1976:58:
'Synkope ist im Griech. selten. Kombinatorische Bedingungen sind nicht zu
erkennen; meist scheint der Vokalverlust in Sprechsituationen mit besonderem
Sprachtempo (Anruf, Einschub etc.) eingetreten und von dort verallgemeinert zu
sein'. And on the same page he says: 'Anaptyxe ... begegnet im Griech. gelegent-

lich in nicht-hoch-sprachlichen Denkmälern (...). Schriftsprachliche Beispiele
(...) sind problematisch'. In any c¿ìse it cannot be demonstrated that the form had

reduplication.

The variants with and without -o- present a problem. They are not ablaut
(rejected by Frisk; the feminine of the perfect participle had no ablaut in the root);
syncope or anaptyxis have þst been discussed. This points to a substraturn word,
where anaptyxis (or syncope) is frequent: cf. (o)rów(a, rvó(u, oróp(o)ôov,
r(o)pópæoq, etc. (see Furnée 1972:378-385).

Semantically one would expect from the curent interpretation '(arms) which
have stretched themselves out (and are now stretched out)'. Though this is theoretically possible, it seems an unnatural way to indicate'outstretched anns'. One

does not speak of arms that stretch themselves out; anns are stretched (by a
person), and one expects a simple verbal adjective in -to-, as in öpercróç. (In
Greek ôpáyrrl mostly means 'to stretch out in order to...', it is first translated with
'reach' in l^S.I. I will not emphasize this point, as a more literal rneaning rnay
have been the older one).to
Decisive is that this verb (*hjreþ-) did not have an active perfect. Thus EmoutMeillet s.v. regõ say: 'la racire ne foumissait pas de présent radical non plus que de
parfait.' Thus it is improbable that Greek had an old (active) perfect. It only has a
middle perfect, ôpopélotcrr Il., ópr6rar Hp., which clearly ale recent fomrations on
account of their ¿-vocalism.
Fina.lly we have seen that the other fonns in -Drcr ale all lo¿urwords. Thus we
must conclude that öpyuru too is a pre-Greek word.
tlrat the idea was traditionally expressed witlr fonns of the root */¿rz-. Thus
öpyurcr. is defined by the scholia ad Il. 23,327 as r'¡ rôv õóo lerpôv ... ðrtcrorç. The
Indo-lranian compound Skt. utlanáhasla-, Av. ustanazasta-, frcm *-tpII-no- confinns
the antiquity of this syntagm; see Beekes 1982183:2O6f

'n I think
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Oreithuia was discussed in the previous section.

The only word which Szemerényi (229ff) regards as an original perfect
participle is öpyuta/ópó¡lc 'fathom'. I think that this word too is pre-Greek.
Szemerényi thinks that it contains reduplication. He ¿ìssumes *rrrpo¡rta (with ôas reduplication), syncope to *rrlpyuta, shortening according to Osthoff to
ópyutcr, and anaptyxis to öpó¡rto. In this sequence I doubt the syncope as well
as the anaptyxis. Both phenomena were rare in Greek. Compare e.g. Rix 1976:58:
'Synkope ist im Griech. selten. Kombinatorische Bedingungen sind nicht zu
erkennen; meist scheint der Vokalverlust in Sprechsituationen mit besonderem
Sprachtempo (Anruf, Einschub etc.) eingetreten und von dort verallgemeinert zu
sein'. And on the same page he says: 'Anaptyxe ... begegnet im Griech. gelegentlich in nicht-hoch-sprachlichen Denkmälern (...). Schriftsprachliche Beispiele
(...) sind problematisch'. In -y case it cannot be demonstrated that the form had
reduplication.

The variants with and without -o- present a problem. They are not ablaut
(rejected by Frisk; the feminine of the perfect participle had no ablaut in the root);
syncope or anaptyxis have þst been discussed. This points to a substratum word,
where anaptyxis (or syncope) is frequent: cf. (o)róvuÇa, rvú(a, oróp(o)ôov,
r(o)pópæoq, etc. (see Fumée 1972:378-385).
Semantically one would expect from the current interpretation '(arms) whicll
have stretched themselves out (and are now stretched out)'. Though this is theoretically possible, it seems an unnatural way to indicate 'outstretched anns'. One

does not speak of arrns tlìat stretch themselves out; â-nns are stretched (by u
person), a¡d one expects a simple verbal adjective in -to-, as in öpercóç. (In
Greek ôpéyrrl mostly means'to stretch out in order to...', it is first translated with
'reach' in IßJ. I will not emphasize this point, ¿ìs a more literal rneaning rnay
have been the older one).lo
Decisive is that this verb (*hjreþ-) did not have an active perfect. Thus EmoutMeillet s.v. rego say: 'la racine ne foumissait pas de présent r¿dical non plus que de
parfait.' Thus it is improbable that Greek h¿d an old (active) perfect. It only has a
middle perfect, opopéXutcrr Il., ópe'6rar Hp., which clearly are recent fonnations on
account of their ¿-voca.lism.

Finally we have seen llìat the other fonns in -Drcx, are all loanwords. Thus we
must conclude that ðpyura too is a pre-Greek word.
traditionally expressed witlr fonns of the root *len-. Thus
defined
by
the
scholia
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Sourvinou-Inwood, Christiane. 1995. 'Reading' Greek Death. Oxford: Clarendon

CáÍn Onae: An Old-Irish Law Text on Lending

Press.

Szemerényi, O. 1964. Syncope in Greek and Indo-European and the Nature of
Indo- European Accent. Naples.
Thieme, P. 1952. Studien zur indogermanischen Wortkunde und Religionsgeschichte. Berichte der Sächsischen Akad. der Wiss. zu kipzig, Phil.Hist. K|.98/5. Also in: Indogermanische Dichtersprache, ed. R. Schmitt,
133- 153. Darmstadt: 1968.
Vurtheim, J.J.G. 1925. Rhadamanthys, ilithyia, Elysion. Mededelingen der
Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde, 59. Amsterdam.

LIAM BR¡RTNacu
Trinity College, University of Dublin
1.1 The sole copy of this short text is found in the composite manuscript Trinity
College, Dublin H.3.18 (now 1337), pages 7b-8b, immediately following a copy
of Críth Gablach in the same hand, in a section which can be dated to about A.D.
1510.t It was fîrst edited with a translation in volume frve of the Ancient Laws of
Ireland (AL) 368-73, to a standard in keeping with that of the other editions
found in that work.' Because it contains three heptads, it is included in At as the
last item found under the heading 'Additional Heptads' (pugo 352-73), appended to
a¡r edition of the entirely separate Senchas Már tract Sechtae 'Heptads'.' The only
other edition is the diplomatic text in the Corpus luris Hibernici (CIH) 57I.I1572.19, although it received a good deal of attention from scholars, as the contributions by Bergin, Binchy, Hull, IVfac Neill, Stokes and Thurneysen to the
interpretation of passages in $$2, 3,4,7 and 8, and the discussion in Kelly (1988:
ll7 -19) show.

1.2 I have consulted the original and give here the text following the word
division of the MS. The divisions of the text replicated below are indicated in the
MS by beginning on a new line; I supply the paragraph numbers of the edited text
in brackets. It should be noted that there is no difference in the MS between the
distinguishing stroke placed over i and the mark to indicate length in vowels.
[1] CAIN oNA Do- LA- oN FRIIIAIRC]IENN oN FRI]IANFIAIRCENN. [2] on

frihairchenn .c.a¡nus .i. toínmí mosét uait diæ innlæí aircendaiso. Aicc maccu do samlaid.
Nach airm immbíd naidm I throscoth dothbo taneat trian aloge damsa comellam
fricolaind nathgenai. isde asb¿rar ifenechus. Ni uis m- aimais slantaisecc. [3] On
frihanairchenn ninasccar nicinnter aágæ isdiles di- dondí nodbeir. arisón nodarcid
ìnnomon do duniu. arisdó indomon arrohuaíd diæ dait siu rohuadso damhsai conodb¿ra
dia airiuln diandileas nibera so isgo camai in roscar seilbh fris isanmmaim ona attat 7
asl¡eir in fenechus cach nón conathasec. Si qais manu sua munus alt¿rius acceperit.
manu iterum reuertitur. [4] Atat .uii. nonai odatar nadadgenedar ceroassatar. On mbla
naptan. Ol du irbe dianbas. On do fir fornarochet nadm¿urn aradorthas. On do econn
berar acommainib comaithech. Ón douais {} nadmend above line; belongs øbove following
nadmann) fomarocet nadmann arauaislíu. On dofiur adnaiset gruaidi nadaim fir Ì
dliged. On do fiur adbaill dena ronast¿u'tasicc fair amiumaidet cotnarbai s- curu bél

i See Binchy ( l94l :xii), Abbott and Cwynn ( l921 :358).
2 For a brief account of tl'te Ancienl Laws of Ire land, and the severe criticisrn to which it
was subjected see Breatnach (1996a:107-8).
3 See Breatnacl"t (1996b:23-4).
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